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Abstract
Familial Hypercholesterolemia (FH) is one of the most common autosomal codominant diseases.
Patients with FH have elevated Low-Density Lipid Cholesterol (LDL-C) levels which lead to
cardiovascular complications at an early age and a reduced life expectancy. Low-Density Lipoprotein
Receptor (LDLR) gene mutation is the most common genetic cause of FH. In this study, a 56-yearold female with definite FH was reported based on clinical algorithms. Whole exome sequencing
identified a heterozygous LDLR mutation (c.1599G>A), which is pathogenic according to ACMG
guidelines. Sanger sequencing was performed in family members, and the mutation site was cosegregated with the disease in the family.
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Familial Hypercholesterolemia (FH) has been identified as an autosomal dominant disorder and
is a major contributor to premature Atherosclerotic Cardiovascular Disease (ASCVD). Mutations
in four genes have been reported to be responsible for an estimated 70% to 95% of FH: LDLR, Apo
B, PCSK9, and LDLRAP. Additionally, LDLR mutation has been the most common cause [1-4].
This case reported a 56-year-old female with unstable angina and elevated plasma LDL-C level,
carried a heterozygous pathogenic LDLR mutation (c.1599G>A), the patient was a definite FH
according to DLCN criteria. The Sanger sequencing on the family members confirmed 3 members
carried a heterozygous mutation in the previous site, and the clinical investigations were consistent
with these quenching.

Case Presentation
A 56-year-old female with unstable angina was performed Percutaneous Coronary Intervention
(PCI). The Right Coronary Artery (RCA) was diffuse from the proximal segment to the distal
segment, the proportion of three parts of the right coronary artery were 75%, 99% and 60%,
respectively. 1 stent was placed in the RCA (Figure 1,2). Aspirin (100 mg/day), clopidogrel (75 mg/
day), rosuvastatin (20 mg/day), metoprolol (47.5 mg/day), and isosorbide mononitrate (40 mg/day)
were used after the intervention. After one year, the medications were adjusted to aspirin (100 mg/
day), rosuvastatin (20 mg/day), ezetimibe (10 mg/day), and bisoprolol fumarate (10 mg/day).
The patient had been found a high level of blood lipid at the age of 35 (Table 1), but received
treatment irregularly and the particular method was unknown. Without other conditions that
could lead to secondary hypercholesterolemia or phytosterolemia. Whole exome sequencing was
performed, and one candidate mutation was identified: LDLR (NM_000527.4): c. 1599G>A (p.
Trp533*) (Figure 3). This mutation was pathogenic according to ACMG guidelines. Based on the
patient’s medical history, early on-set ASCVD family history and information of sequencing, a
definite FH could be evaluated according to DLCN criteria.
Clinical investigation indicated that family members II1 had a high lipid level and ASCVD at the
age of 56, II2 and III2 were found to have elevated LDL-C at the age of 51 and 41, respectively, but
have no ASCVD yet (Table 1). The Sanger sequencing for 3 family members (II1, II2, III2) certified
the heterozygous mutation. While III3 and IV1 were wild type.
Expect for family member III2, the other family members were treated with statins regularly
and adjusted to statins and Ezetimibe combined lipid-lowering therapy after the effect was poor. So
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of coronary angiography of the patient. Blue marker: target lesion; LMA (Left Main Artery) was irregular, LAD (Left Anterior Artery)
with 75% tubular stenosis in the middle segment; no significant stenosis of LCX (Left Circumflex Artery); the proportion of three parts of RCA (Right Coronary
Artery) were 75%, 99% and 60%.

Figure 2: Pedigree of the patient. II4 was diagnosed as FH and ASCVD. Cascade screening for family members (II1, II2, III2, III3 and IV1) found that II1, II2 and
III2 was FH, II1 was diagnosed as CAD and received the PCI.
Table 1: Serum LDL-cholesterol level and diagnosis of the family.
Sex M/F

Age/LDL-C (mmol/L)

Age/LDL-C (mmol/L)

Age of ASCVD

DLCN

Index patient (II4)

F

35y/5-6

58y/2.24

56y

Definite FH

The eldest sister (II1)

F

56y/6.06

67y/3.37

56y

Definite FH

The second elder sister (II2)

F

51y/7.19

58y/6.25

-

Definite FH

Nephew (III2)

M

39y/7.90

42y/6.85

-

Definite FH

Daughter (III3)

F

31y/normal

-

-

Unlikely FH

F: Female; M: Male; LDL-C: Low Density Lipoprotein Cholesterol; ASCVD: Arteriosclerotic Cardiovascular Disease; DLCN: Dutch Lipid Clinical Network criteria

far, no recurrence or occurrence of cardiovascular or cerebrovascular
events has been reported.

190 mg/dL (5 mmol/L) in an adult [7]. However, family members’
DLCN score classified as probable FH (score 7 to 8) before genetic
sequencing. Positive sequencing results clarified their diagnoses were
definite FH, and improved the efficiency of this cascade screening to
some extent.

Discussion
The most common gene mutation that causes FH is LDLR. More
than 3000 LDLR mutations have been reported in ClinVar [4-6].
There are many clinical criteria for FH, but genetic testing is still the
gold standard for diagnosis [7]. In this case, a heterozygous LDLR
mutation (c. 1599G>A) was identified by whole exome sequencing
and Sanger sequencing for family members.

Early and appropriate lipid-lowering therapy is essential for
patients with FH and ASCVD [8-10]. The index patient was irregularly
used statin at age 35, and the reduction was unknown. After PCI
and genetic sequencing, reduction inpatient who used statins and
ezetimibe in combination with lipid-lowering during a year was
55.2% to 62.7%. Therefore, FH with heterozygous LDLR mutation (c.
1599G>A) may be suitable for combination lipid-lowering therapy
with statins and ezetimibe. In addition, the family members (II1,

In this case, family members with heterozygous LDLR mutation
have LDL-C level fluctuated between 5 mmol/L to 7.9 mmol/L which
can be simply judged as heterozygous FH from the LDL-C level ≥
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Figure 3: Sanger sequencing for the candidate mutation of the family members. Whole exome sequencing for the index patient identified a mutation: LDLR
(NM_000527.4): c. 1599G>A (p. Trp533*). The Sanger sequencing for family members, II1, II2 and III2 were found the heterozygous mutation in the candidate
site. IV1 were wild type.
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